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Abstract

Gateway-compatible yeast one-hybrid (Y1H) assays provide a convenient gene-centered (DNA-

to-protein) approach to identify the repertoire of transcription factors that can bind a DNA 

sequence of interest. We present a set of Y1H resources, including clones for 988 of 1,434 (69%) 

predicted human transcription factors, for the interrogation of interactions using either low or 

high-throughput settings. These approaches detect both known and novel interactions between 

human DNA regions and transcription factors.

Interactions between regulatory genomic DNA and transcription factors provide the first 

level of gene control and, therefore, the backbone of gene regulatory networks. Two 

complementary types of approaches can be used to identify such interactions1. Transcription 

factor-centered, or protein-to-DNA approaches (e.g. chromatin immunoprecipitation or 

ChIP) identify genomic regions bound by a transcription factor. Gene-centered, or DNA-to-

protein approaches (e.g. Y1H), on the other hand, define the repertoire of transcription 

factors that can bind a DNA fragment of interest. The advantages and disadvantages of these 

techniques are discussed elsewhere2–4. In Y1H assays, a target DNA sequence (“DNA bait”) 

is cloned upstream of two reporter genes (HIS3 and LacZ) to generate two DNA 

bait::reporter constructs5. After integration of these constructs into the yeast genome to 

generate a “DNA bait strain”, interacting transcription factors (“protein preys”) can be 

identified either by screening complex cDNA or transcription factor mini-libraries, or by 

testing individual protein preys in a directed pair-wise manner5,6. Activation of the HIS3 

reporter permits growth on media lacking histidine and containing 3-Amino-1,2,4-Triazole 

(3AT), a competitive inhibitor of the His3 enzyme, while activation of the LacZ reporter is 

detected by a colorimetric assay in which beta-galactosidase turns X-gal into a blue 

compound.

We have previously combined Y1H assays with Gateway cloning to transfer multiple DNA 

baits in parallel into the two Y1H reporter Destination vectors5 and have applied these 

assays to delineate C. elegans gene regulatory networks7–10 and to screen Arabidopsis gene 

promoters11. In an accompanying paper, we describe the development of a novel C. elegans 

Y1H pipeline, referred to as "enhanced Y1H" or eY1H4. eY1H employs a robotic setup 

together with an arrayed collection of yeast strains expressing transcription factor preys that 

can be mated with a DNA bait strain.

Currently, no gene-centered assays are available to identify human DNA-transcription factor 

interactions in a high-throughput manner. Here, we present a resource of human 

transcription factor-encoding open reading frames (ORFs) fused to the Gal4 activation 

domain (Gal4-AD) and apply this collection to several Y1H configurations, including the 

high-throughput eY1H pipeline, to map human regulatory interactions.
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The human genome encodes 1,434 regulatory transcription factors, 1,116 of which are 

currently available in large clone collections12,13 (Methods and Supplementary Table 1). 

We transferred these ORFs to the Gal4-AD Y1H prey vector by Gateway cloning and, after 

sequence verification, obtained 988 full-length transcription factor prey clones (Fig. 1a and 

Supplementary Table 1). These clones can be transformed directly into DNA bait strains for 

haploid-based Y1H experiments6. We transformed these clones into the Y1H prey strain to 

generate a human transcription factor yeast array (Supplementary Table 2) that can be used 

in small-scale mating-based Y1H experiments as well as in eY1H assays4. We also added 

236 clones for unconventional DNA-binding proteins (uDBPs)13 (Supplementary Tables 2 

and 3).

To test the use of Y1H assays for the identification of human interactions, we first generated 

a small positive reference set (PRS) by literature curation (Supplementary Table 4). We 

predominantly focused on the well-studied beta-globin locus, but also included a few other 

regulatory regions and gene promoters (Supplementary Table 5). We tested each of the PRS 

interactions in different types of Y1H assays: in haploids and diploids, at different readout 

times, and under different Y1H conditions, because it has been demonstrated in other yeast-

based assays that varying assay format and conditions results in a more comprehensive 

dataset14. Altogether, we could detect 24 out of 31 known interactions (77%, Fig. 1b,c and 

Supplementary Table 4), with five of these interactions detected in eY1H assays (16%)(Fig. 

1d indicates one such interaction between the HBG1 promoter and NFYA). While this PRS 

detection rate for eY1H assays is comparable to that observed for high-throughput yeast 

two-hybrid screens15, this result contrasts to that observed with C. elegans bait strains where 

eY1H is at least as sensitive as the other Y1H methodologies4. This disparity is likely due to 

the fact the set of DNA baits used in this study exhibit higher levels of background as 

compared to most C. elegans baits4 as well as other human DNA baits we have examined 

(data not shown). In fact, all of the interactions not found by eY1H were detected with only 

the HIS3 reporter gene because of the high levels of background LacZ expression (data not 

shown). Essentially, the performance of the various Y1H approaches is intrinsically linked 

to bait strain behavior, and for optimal results the usercan modulate the experimental 

settings accordingly (Supplementary Fig. 1).

With human eY1H assays, in which we screened 14 baits against the entire collection, we 

detected 175 DNA-protein interactions involving 13 DNA baits and 100 proteins 

(Supplemental Table 6). The proteins detected include 95 human transcription factors 

(~10% of the 988 tested) and five uDBPs (~2% of the 236 tested)13. The eY1H interactions 

do not exhibit a major bias for or against a particular type of DNA-binding domain (Fig. 2a), 

complementing our observations in C. elegans experiments7. We did find a larger proportion 

of nuclear hormone receptors, however, with most of these exclusively interacting with the 

CSF1 promoter (Supplementary Table 6), suggesting this enrichment is likely due to the 

small sample size of DNA baits.

Validating DNA-transcription factor interactions in complex systems is challenging and a 

“true negative” is nearly impossible to demonstrate3. While several of the interactions 

detected by eY1H are part of the PRS, and thus are known to have in vivo relevance, we 

wanted to assess the overall quality of the eY1H dataset. To this end, we evaluated the 
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relationship between transcription factor interactions observed in eY1H assays and their 

reported DNA binding sites. We first compiled DNA binding specificity information of 

human transcription factors or their orthologs16 (Methods). Based on the potential 

transcription factor binding sites present within each DNA bait, we predicted which factors 

were expected to bind. Subsequently, we compared our experimentally detected factors to 

these predictions. An area under the receiver operating characteristic curve was calculated 

for each DNA bait sequence (Fig. 2b and Supplementary Fig. 2). We found significant 

enrichment for transcription factor binding sites in five of 11 DNA baits (Supplementary 

Table 7). This compares favorably to a similar analysis for ChIP-seq data (Supplementary 

Table 8 and 9), which suggests that eY1H assays may be more likely to capture direct 

physical interactions between DNA and transcription factors than ChIP. Two DNA baits (the 

MPL and HBB promoters) do not exhibit a correlation between the predicted transcription 

factor binding sites they harbor and the transcription factors retrieved in eY1H assays. This 

could be because these factors require interactions with co-factors and so are missed in 

eY1H, or because of differences in binding sites between human transcription factors and 

their orthologs. However, a more likely explanation is the high background reporter gene 

expression we observed for both these DNA baits, which makes them difficult to assay.

We visualized all eY1H interactions using Cytoscape17, generating the first gene-centered 

human gene regulatory network (Fig. 2c and Supplementary Fig. 3). Although small in size, 

we can already observe both specific as well as more promiscuous transcription factors. For 

instance, four factors each bind five DNA baits (i.e. kout = 5), while the majority of factors 

only interact with a single DNA bait (i.e. kout = 1). We also find several instances where 

multiple members of a transcription factor family can interact with the same DNA sequence. 

For instance, we found all four nuclear factor 1 transcription factors (NFIA, NFIB, NFIC 

and NFIX) interacting with the MPL promoter. This observation could reflect that these 

transcription factors have similar DNA binding specificities, and may be relevant in 

different cells or tissues, or under varying physiological conditions.

In summary, we have developed a collection of human transcription factors prey clones and 

a human transcription factor yeast array and combined these resources with our newly-

developed eY1H platform4, facilitating the mapping of human gene-centered regulatory 

networks. The human eY1H pipeline will provide a powerful complement to transcription 

factor-centered methods, by enabling large-scale characterization of the DNA-binding 

activity of transcription factors that may be expressed or active only under restricted 

conditions or in a few cells. However, these resources can also easily be used for mating or 

direct DNA transformations of one or a few human DNA baits in small-scale studies.

Supplementary Material

Refer to Web version on PubMed Central for supplementary material.
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Figure 1. 
Human gene-centered Y1H assays. (a) Schematic showing generation of the human 

transcription factor collection. The 1,116 available human transcription factors were 

transferred to the AD-2µ Y1H prey Destination vector and 988 of the resulting clones were 

sequence-verified. (b) Examples of the detection of two known interactions in Y1H assays. 

Only HIS3 activation is shown as the DNA baits exhibit high background levels of LacZ 

expression (data not shown). P – permissive growth media; H – media for detecting HIS3 

activation. (c) Detection of PRS interactions in different Y1H configurations. Orange – 
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eY1H; teal – diploids by mating; green – haploids by transformation; grey – not tested. (d) 

Example of eY1H readout plate with the HBG1 promoter as DNA bait. Positive interactions 

are indicated.
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Figure 2. 
eY1H data analysis. (a) DNA binding domain analysis of the transcription factor 

compendium (1,434 in total), the transcription factor prey yeast array (988 in total), and the 

transcription factors detected in Y1H interactions (97 in total). ZF – zinc finger; bHLH – 

basic region helix-loop-helix; ZF - NHR – nuclear hormone receptor; WH – winged helix; 

HMG – high mobility group. (b) ROC curve of DNA binding site analysis for the HBG2 

promoter. Binding sites within the DNA bait sequence are ranked from best to worst (in 

terms of match to PWM) along the x-axis – only the “best” binding site match for each 
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transcription factor is used. As the curve progresses along the x-axis, it steps up only for 

binding sites of transcription factors detected by eY1H. If the binding sites provided no 

information regarding eY1H interactions (i.e. no match between interactions predicted and 

detected), the curve would be largely below the diagonal. (c) Transcription factor-DNA 

interactions detected by eY1H depicted in a gene regulatory network (see Supplementary 

Figure 3 for a more detailed view). The DNA bait 5’HS5 is depicted as a clear box because 

it had no interactions. Unless otherwise noted, colors indicate transcription factor families as 

in (a). MH1 - MAD homology 1 domain. The out-going degree k(out) (i.e. number of DNA 

baits bound per transcription factor) is indicated. Green edges indicate detected PRS 

interactions.
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